
DESCRIPTION 
PRECON PLUS TAPE is a composite sheet membrane 
comprised of a polyolefin film, elastomeric membrane and 
a release paper. It is nominally 60 mils thick and is 
nominally 12” (304.8 mm) wide.   
 
USES 
PRECON PLUS TAPE is design to be used to bond the end 
laps of PRECON PLUS.  PRECON PLUS TAPE will also 
be used for detailing side laps of PRECON PLUS in special 
conditions as such shotcrete installations.   
 
FEATURES/BENEFITS  
 Self-adhesive. 
 Easy to apply with removable release paper. 
 Provides a secure, durable bond. 
 Conforms to ASTM D5385 when used with PRECON 
PLUS to form the overlap detail. 

 Installations down to 20° F (-7° C). 
 Primeless Installation, no need to wait for primer to dry. 

 
PACKAGING 
12” (nominal) x 50’ (203.2 mm x 15.24 m) Rolls, 4/Carton. 
 
SHELF LIFE  
When stored indoors between 40° - 90° F (4° - 32° C), 
optimum performance and best use is obtained within two 
years of date of manufacture. 
 
SPECIFICATIONS/STANDARDS 
 Conforms to ASTM D5385 when used with PRECON 
PLUS to form the end and side lap detail. 

 
APPLICATION  
Application Method…. Ensure that the PRECON 
PLUS is dry, clean, dust-free, and free of dew, frost, 
grease, oil, dirt, curing compounds, release agents, 
coatings, or any other surface contaminants that will 
adversely affect the bond.  
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Remove the release paper on the one side of the 
PRECON PLUS TAPE and overlap 6” (152.4 mm) onto 
both sides of the end or side lap and roll press the tape 
onto the PRECON PLUS.  Roll press using a linoleum 
type roller at least three times.  The elastomeric 
membrane is a pressure sensitive membrane forming 
adhesive that must be properly pressed rolled to ensure 
adequate bond. 
 
Reference the END LAP or SIDE LAP TAPING 
METHOD TECHNICAL BULLETIN at 
www.wrmeadows.com for detailed visual installation 
instructions.  
 
PRECAUTIONS  
Concrete should be poured within 60 days of membrane 
installation. Extended UV exposure over 60 days will 
require reinstallation of PRECON PLUS TAPE.  
Minimum PRECON PLUS surface, PRECON PLUS 
TAPE, and air temperature must be 20° F (-7° C) and 
rising at time of installation.  
 
For most recent data sheet, sustainability 
information, and SDS, visit www.wrmeadows.com.     
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